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that Columbus wasborn in 1456, or at the earliest is equivalent, I imagine, to guaranteeing the polation aimed covertly at myself ) the reviewer
in 1446. San Salvador is not Cat Island, as accuracy himself. muses forth a general gnome that “ the con

stated by the author, but Watling Island, as In a second note, upon thefollowing page, fidenceof writerswho deal insemi-scientific
proved by Becher and Major. Matters such as he

says that my work , ' Evolution Old and New ,' paradoxes is commonly in inverse proportion to

these may appear trivial, but the book would “has appeared since the publication of Dr. their grasp of the subject.” When sentences
have been all the better had somewhat more Krause's article.” He thus distinctly precludes have been misdated , the less they contain about

attention been paid to historical accuracy. There his readers from supposing that any passage anachronisms the better, and reviewers who do

are numerous illustrations, for the most part they may meet with could have been written not carefully verify Mr. Darwin's statements
well executed. bythe light of, or with reference to , my book. should not be too confident that they have

The Children's Fairy Geography ; op, a Merry it one pointwhich appeared tohave been takenOn reading the English translation I found in grasped their subject.

I have seen also a review of Mr. Darwin's

Trip roundEurope. By Forbes E. Winslow, from Evolution old and New , and another book in the Popular Science Review for this
M.A. ( Skeffington & Son .)

which clearly and indisputably was so ; I also current month , and observe that it does “ occur
Mr. Forbes E. WINSLOW , favourably known as

found more than one paragraph, but especially to " the writer to state (p. 69), in filat contradic
the author of a number of devotional works, has

the last --and perhaps most prominent in the tion to the assertions made in the preface of the
undertaken to write a series of works on geo- book, as making the impression it was most book he is reviewing, that onlypart of Dr.
graphy which shall make itsstudy “interesting desired the reader should carry away with him Krause's original essay is being given by Mr.

as well as instructive." With that object in
-which it was hard to believe was not written Darwin. It is plain that this reviewer had seen

view, he takes his two children on a grand tour at myself ; but I found no acknowledgment of both Kosmos and Mr. Darwin's book.
through Europe. It would be difficult to tell

what seemed taken from ' Evolution Old and The writer of the review of ' Evolution Old
why he calls his book a “ Fairy Geography .'

Fairies never aided the travellers in their re
New ' nor any express reference to it. and New '--which immediately follows the one

In the face of the English translation itself, it referred to in the preceding paragraph - quotes
searches, for the electric boots and other contri

was incredible that the writer had written with the passage above given as quoted in the Pall
vances are introduced as the author's own inven

out my work before him ; in the face of the Mall Gazette. I see it does “ occur to ” him , too
tions. It cannot be said that he extracts much

preface it was no less incredible that Mr. Darwin -again in flat contradiction to Mr. Darwin's
fun from these things , and he would have got

should have distinctly told his readers that he preface - to add that “ this anachronism has
on quite as well withold - fashioned mail coaches,

was giving them one article, when he must have been committed by Mr. Samuel Butler, in a ......
steamboats, railways, and balloons. His descrip

perfectly well known that he was giving them little volume now before us, and it is doubtless
tions altogetherlack that semblance of reality another and very different one. to this , which appeared while his own work was
which renders Jules Verne's treatment of kin

dred subjects so very attractive to young and
I therefore sent for the February number of in progress [ italics mine ], that Dr. Krause

old . The author apologizes for the antiquity of
Kosmos and compared the original with what alludes in the above passage.

some of his jokes and puns, but his young
purported to be the translation. I found many Considering that the editor of the Popular

passages of the German omitted , and many in Science Review and the translator of Dr.
readers will hardly mind this, although it is

the English which were wholly wanting in the Krause's article for Mr. Darwin are one and
hard to see what instruction or amusement is to German . Among these latter were the passages

be derived from being told that the Black Forest I had conceived to have been taken from me
the same person , it is likely the Popular Science

Rerier has surmised correctly that Dr. Krause
is called black because it is green . The author's and the ones which were most adverse to me. was writing at ‘ Evolution Old and New ' : yet

descriptions are, for the most part, lively, and

will be relished by his readers ; but, notwith - Darwin's book . There is new matter on pp. 132,
Dr. Krause's article begins on p. 131 of Mr. he seems to have found it very sufficiently useful

to him .

standing " some of the hardest reading that he 133, 134, 135, 136 , 137 , 138, 139, while almost

ever had in his life," his statements of facts the whole of pp. 147-152 inclusive and all the
SOCIETIES.

cannot always be trusted. Why lead his young last six pages are not to be found in the supposed ROYAL. - Jan . 22.- The President in the chair ,

readers to believe that South Wales is the only original.
The following paperswere read : On Certain Defi

iron -yielding district of Great Britain ? Is it

I then wrote to Mr. Darwin, putting the facts
nite integrals, Nos. VI . and VII.,' by Mr. W. H. L.

really true that Kidderminster carpets are made before him as they appeared to myself, and Russell.--On the Construction of a Glycerine Baro

at Brussels, and Brussels carpets at Kidder- asking an explanation ; I received answer that
ineter,' by Mr. J. B. Jordan.--and On a Possible

minster ? Has Edinburgh acquired its epithet Dr. Krause's article had been altered since pub- through the LuminiferousEther, ' letter by the late
Mode of detecting a Motion of the Solar System

of " Auld Reekie ” “ on account of the smoke lication , and that thealtered MS. had been sent J. C. Maxwell.
that sometimes hangs over it , ” or because of its for translation . “ This is so common a practice ,"

many smells ? Gruyère cheese is not made writes Mr. Darwin , with that “ happy sim GEOGRAPHICAL .- Jan. 26. - Lord Houghton in

of goats' milk, and vino d'Asti may be nasty, plicity the chair. The following gentlemen were elected
of which the Pall Mall Gazette (Dec. Fellows : Major S. T. Bridgford , Lieut. L. A. Wain

as the author says in his anxiety to produce 12th , 1879) declares him “to be a master," wright, Messrs.S.N. Braithwaite, T. Christy, H. H
an original pun , but neither is a product of “ that it never occurred to me to state that the Crewe, J. Dixon , J. M. Head, W. L. Hunter, S.

Switzerland. Why should he describe the article had been modified ; but now I much Loewe, C. J. Palmer, M. Stratford , E. Stock, s .

Hanoverians, Brunswickers, and Netherlanders regret that I did not do so.” Mr. Darwin Stubbs, and W. Watson . - The paper read was Jour

as running away at Waterloo, whenit was only further says that, should there be a reprint of the
ney through South Central Africa, from the Diamond

les braces Belges who did so ? Misstatementsof English life of Dr.Darwin, he will state that the
Fields to the Upper Zambesi,' by Dr. Emil Holub.

this kind naturally detract from the value of a original as it appeared in Kosmos was modified GEOLOGICAL . - Jan. 21.-H. C. Sorby, Esq., Presi

work intendedtoinstruct as well as to amuse, by Dr. Krause. He does not,however,either dent,in the chair.- Mr.R.Bel!was elected a Fellow .
and commendable upon the whole. deny or admit that the modification of the The following communications were read : On

the Genus Pleuracanthus, Agass. , including the

article was made by the light of, and with a view
' EVOLUTION OLD AND NEW. '

Genera Orthacanthus, Agass. and Goldf., Diplodus,
to,my book. Agass., and Xenacanthus, Beyr,' by Mr. J. W. Davis,

I BEG leave to lay before you the following It is doubtless a common practice for writers -On the Schistose Volcanic Rocks occurring on

facts: to take an opportunity of revising their works,
the West of Dartmoor, with some Notes on the

On February 22nd , 1879, my book , ' Evolu- but it is notcommon when a covert condemna
Structure of the Brent-Tor Volcano,' by Mr. F.

Rutley , -and On Mammalian Remains and Tree
tion Old and New,' was announced. It was tion of an opponent has been interpolated into

Trunks in Quaternary Sands at Reading,' by Jr.

published May 3rd, 1879. It contained a com- a revised edition , the revision of which has been E. B , Poulton.

parison of the theory of evolution as pro- concealed, to declare with every circumstance of

pounded by Dr. Erasmus Darwin with that of distinctness that the condemnation was written
SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES. - Jan. 22.-E. Fresh

field, Esq ., V.P., in the chair. — The following gentle

his grandsen, Mr. Charles Darwin, the prefer- prior to the book which might appear to have menwere admitted Fellows: The Rev. Canon Stubbs,
ence being decidedlygiven to the earlier writer. called it forth, and thus lead readers to suppose Messrs. E. A. Bond, S. R. Bird, c. W. Dymond, G.

It also contained other matter which I could that it must be an unbiassed opinion. Payne, jun ., and Rev. T. F. Falkener - The Council

not omit, but which I am afraid may have given
S. BUTLER . proposed for election , honoris causâ, Mr. E. M.

some offence to Mr. Darwin and hisfriends. P.S. - A reviewer in the Pall MallGazette specimens of early glazed tiles from St.Alban's
Thompson.-Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite exhibited four

In November, 1879, Mr. Charles Darwin's (Dec. 12th, 1879) quotes the last sentence of the Abbey ; Mr. C. H.Fowler a silver-gilt ring,which

* Life of Erasmus Darwin ' appeared. It is to spurious matter, apparently believing it to be had been found, as he believed, in the grave of

the line which Mr. Darwin has taken in con- genuine. He writes :- “ Altogether the facts Lawrence Booth, Archbishop of York ( ob. 1480 ), in

nexion with this volume that I wish to call established by Dr. Krause's essay thoroughly Southwell Minster ; and Mr. J. Brent two matrices

attention . justify its concluding words :-- Erasmus Dar
of brasses, of unknownorigin, which he had pur

chased at Canterbury. - The LordsCommissioners of

Mr. Darwin states in his preface that he is win's system was in itself a most significant first the Admiralty communicated a Report which had

giving to the public a translationof an article step inthe path of knowledge which his grand- beenaddressed to them by Capt. Sullivan ,on the
by Dr. Krause , which appeared in the February son has opened up for us, but the wish to revive alleged discovery at San Domingoof the remains of
numberof awell-knownGerman scientific journal, it at the present day, as has actually been the great navigator Christopher Columbus. - Mr. H. S.

Milman called the attention of the meeting to a
Kosmos, ” then just entered on its second year. seriously attempted, shows a weakness of

Report which had been issued by the Royal Aca
He adds in a note that the translator's " scientific thought and a mental anachronism which no demy of Madrid on the subject of this alleged
reputation , together with his knowledge of one can envy .' On this ( which has no place discovery in 1877, and stated that the conclusionsat
German, is a guarantee for its accuracy.” This l in the original article , and is clearly an inter- which the Commission had arrived , after careful
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